Battlefield environment information have multi-dimensional, multi-scale, multi-temporal state characteristics. Particle system is an effective method for three-dimensional battlefield meteorological environment and combat effects of visualization, can effectively organize, thereby efficiently Multidimensional Dynamic visualize the battlefield weather information. In this paper, the transmitter and influencers to build a common mode particle system, the model system consists of a particle emitter, particle renderer, particle control, particle composition manager, via a transmitter, controller interaction between each particle simulation kinds of changes in motion to improve the authenticity and versatility of the particle system, and through the model to achieve a three-dimensional battlefield meteorological environment and explosions and other special effects visualization.
Introduction
Virtual battlefield environment is a basic combat simulation platform [1] . In the man-machine interactive simulation, virtual battlefield visualization environment directly affects the degree of realism operator judgment and decision making [2] . Therefore, the only realistic simulation environment enables the operator to have a certain sense of immersion, so as to achieve better simulation results.
There are various species of special effects in the battlefield environment [3] , and the performance of different, the main characteristics is the shape is not fixed, irregular movement, it is difficult to use conventional modeling and rendering method to simulate, or the established model is often difficult to balance authenticity, real-time and open requirements. Now there are special effects modeling method based on fractal geometry modeling, texture mapping [4] process modeling, based on physical process modeling, based on cellular automata modeling and based on particle system modeling. Among them, the particle system modeling theory is recognized be by far the most successful a graphic generation algorithm, with the advantages of its show the object's dynamic characteristics.
In the past for the particle system researches can be roughly divided into two kinds method: special case method, Property parameter method. special case method is a kind of special effects for separate modeling, simulation, such as flame simulation based on particle system, the explosion simulation based on particle system, etc. special case method time-consuming, making a kind of particle type effects needed to achieve the corresponding algorithm, the utilization rate is low, complex operation, for an operator or particle effects are unable to continue to use, is focused on openness and poor, will cause the waste of a large amount of manpower and material resources. Property parameter method is to control the shape and state of the particle system by setting up and changing the parameters of the property, which can simulate different types of special effects. The variations of attribute parameter method is insufficient, which can't show the random nature of fuzzy object motion. Available for the user to operate the space is insufficient, can't meet the present stage people for computer animation high realistic demand.
This article summarizes the experience of previous studies based on particle systems, special case method and Property parameter method are not widely used, versatility is not strong, the effect is not ideal, can't meet the real-time characteristics of user requirements. Proposed by a transmitter and influencers method constructed by General model particle system. The model is composed of a particle emitter, particle renderer, particle controller, particle manager. Through the interaction of both the transmitter and the controller simulation particle motion changes, the operation of the particle system is convenient and flexible, able to real-time rendering the particle effects, according to the needs of users produce real generic particle effects.
Principle of particle system
In 1983, Reeves W.T [5] first propose particle system firstly and used it to simulate the fuzzy objects with irregular shape, and achieved good results. This is a completely different from the previous irregular object modeling method, in which a large number of small irregular particles are used to represent the fuzzy objects. Particle moving with uncertainty and the shape changes with time, t and they are combined together to represent the shape of the object, to be simulated by different motion modes. It can fully show the randomness and uncertainty of the irregular object, and can easily simulate the scene with irregular shape [7] . Every particle in the particle system experience "generate", "activity" and "death" three stages, at some point, all survived the particles make up the particle system. Therefore, a particle system drawing mainly through the following steps:
(1) The particle emitter produce new particles.
(2) Particle emitter gives initial properties for each newly created particle.
(3) The particle renderer real-time rendering particles of survival.
(4) As the change of time, the particles controller according to the motion of the particles to update particle properties.
(5) Particle manager to remove dead particles, re generate new particles. Among them, in the process of particle system rendering, step 3, 4, 5 is repeated.
General particle model system
General structure of the particle model system
In accordance with the general process of particle system simulation, based on specific analysis of each particle special effect, extracting common features of different effects, according to its function generic particle systems can be divided into four basic modules.
Particle emitter is responsible for the generation of particles and give initial particle properties and life value, according to the different areas of the transmitter can be divided into transmitter, transmitter, transmitter, cube transmitter, can control the shape of the generation of special effects.
Particle controller which provides common control of all of the special effects to control the particle in the life cycle of the speed, direction, color, shape, and other attributes with changes in the movement of the time, thus forming the variation characteristics of all kinds of special effects, mainly acceleration, rotation, angle, color, shape and other properties of the controller.
Particle renderer according to changes in particle emitter change or particle properties, real-time rendering the particles corresponding changes in effect.
Particle manager for the management and the number of particles in the scene of death control, the main factors that influence including the particle's life value, the particle movement range, spatial location, visual effect. 
Transmitter and influencer mode
Transmitter generates new particles and give their basic properties, including the initial position, life cycle, initial velocity and size. Influencers by changing the particle motion of the particles affect additional properties, such as acceleration, gravitational field energy attenuation. Particle system is a whole system of any one particle will be affected by the impact of binding its transmitter. The movement trajectory of the particle and the change of its properties are the result of the superposition of all the effects. Each influence factors affect the changes of the properties of the particles, the impact will not interfere with each other.
When the end of the life cycle of the particle, or outside the scope of its movement out of the scene, or those affected by the impact energy attenuation is zero, the particles extinction. In the Transmitter and influencers mode particles cycle is introduced, the can improve efficiency. After the particle extinction, not delete it immediately but let it enter a dormant state, let it stop moving, also not visible. When needed can be quickly awaken, into a new life cycle. The main method is: according to the proportion of statistics from the death of the selected part of particles, the assignment, which regulates the number of deaths and new particles, control the size of the particles in the system as a whole.
The main advantages are:
(1) Flexibility Configuration: each emitter and the influence of parameters setting are flexible, users can increase, decrease, or you can set a random variation range. The effect of individual particles and composite effect can realize real-time interaction, dynamic and flexible.
(2) Scalability: If you need to add other special effects combination of presentations, just instantiate a new transmitter can then add influencers on demand, adjust the parameters to achieve the desired effect. The combined effect can adapt to user needs more complex.
(3) Real-time interactivity: in the process of the operation of the particle can be arbitrarily increase or reduce the number of transmitters and influencers, adjust the parameter to change the corresponding attributes, to achieve the effect of demand.
Battlefield meteorological environment and visual effects

Visualization of rain and snow scene
The actual falling snow particles is a complex process, in addition to free-fall, but often also affected by factors such as air flow, accurately describe the equations of motion very difficult. Particle system random feature makes the three dimensional complex natural scenery simulation with high sense of reality.
For a single particle of rain, snow, rendering the use of 3 d texture mapping technology , During the rendering process, the paper defines the basic natures of particles, choosing rectangle as the basic shape to draw a snowflake and finding proper snow texture. The images of snow texture in this system are 24 bit bitmaps, as shown in the Fig.2 below. In order to better demonstrate the characteristics of the particles using the bulletin board technology in 3D scene. The main task of the billboarding is to control the texture direction so that the particles can face the observers throughout. The rain or snow particle emitter using cube transmitters, rain and snow particles are randomly generated within the cube. Cube emitter height depends on the thickness of the clouds, rain and snow particles produced in this scope. Rain and snow particle falling due to gravity. Therefore, it is necessary increase a influencers (force field), can be added in particle controller in a Z axis direction of the acceleration of gravity, so it can reflect in the process of rain and snow falling velocity changes affected by gravity. In order to show the effect of the wind is blowing can by increasing ⊥ Z axis influencers, by adding new acceleration parameter can reflect the rain or snow particles under the influence of the outside world.
Explosion effects visualization
Actual explosion will produce large amounts of many different shapes of debris, these fragments in explosion process, due to the role of gravity, drag, trajectories of the pieces should be for parabolic motion, until finally fall on the ground, and explosion formation of flame to rise and with time gradually fade. Therefore, the explosive effects can be formed by the superposition of the fragments of the splash and the flame effect.
For dynamic effects of flying debris, need to use point transmitters emit particles to the surrounding transmitter in stylish particle emission give a larger initial velocity, launch initial movement angle to 360 degrees of random distribution, showed a splash of the initial explosion debris. The motion of the debris is set up to the ground by the particle controller and the acceleration of the transmitter, which is simulated by the combined action of both. The particle emitter generates all the particles at one time, and then no new particles are formed.
For the effects of the explosion flame and need to use planar transmitter generates a small amount of flame particle, the transmitter emits particles generate new particles should be given a lighter color, the sparks of the flame, by setting the color control color parameters realized a dilution effect, by emitting angle offset spark sputtering direction changes. Through the combination of these two transmitters can simulate the explosive effect, the simulation of the particle effect is good, the particle effect of each emitter can be integrated with each other, and will not affect each other. 
Conclusion
From the definition of the relevant particle system start by the particle system modeling analysis, extraction virtual battlefield effects of common characteristics, the establishment of a common model of particle system effects battlefield, fully absorbed the effects of the various existing modeling techniques advantages realized when irregular objects authenticity and real-time simulation of organic unity, showing good openness, reusability and portability to improve the fidelity of virtual battlefield environment, and achieved good rendering effect.
On the basis of the next step to improve analog performance on the combination of GPU computing technology to further enhance efficiency, improve the visual effect. The proposed scheme in simulating large scale rain, snow, hail and other weather phenomena type particle landing can achieve better results, the next step to achieve cloud, fog and other weather phenomena particle floating type analog.
